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ON THE DIFFERENTIABILITY OF URYSOHN AND NEMYCKIJ OPERATORS 
J i r f DURDIL, Praha* 
In t h i s paper we deal with the d i f f e r e n t i a b i l i l y of Ury-
sohn and Nemyckij operators in spaces L ^ and C . Some 
r e s u l t s in those t o p i c s have been obtained by M.M. Vajnberg, 
M.A. Krasnose lski j , J .B . R u t i c k i j , Wang Shen-Wang, S . A§i-
rov, L.V. KantoroviS (cf . £13 - £ ? J , £12 J , £13J) . Very recent -
l y there appeared a paper of P .P. Zabrejko £ 8 J where the 
d i f f e r e n t i a b i l i t y of Urysohn operators i s discussed under 
more general condi t ions . Our assumption on the increase of 
K ( ^ ^ ; 4 ^ ) i s more r e s t r i c t than in £ 8 J, but our r e -
s u l t s are much stronger than the ones of the above mentioned 
works. 
In s e c t i o n 2 we discuss the exis tence of continuous 
bounded (on every bounded s e t ) Fr£chet derivat ive F' : L^-v 
•"•""frCL̂ —> L ] of an Urysohn operator F in the space 
L^Cfx £ 1 ) . Thus, theorems 1,2 give suf f i c ient condit ions 
under which Urysohn operators are L ip sch i tz ian . Theorems 3 , 
4 deal with the f i r s t and second der ivat ives and t h e i r p r o -
p e r t i e s (Lipschitz ian condition of the f i r s t Frdchet deriva-
t i v e F' , continuity and boundedness propert ies of the s e -
cond Fr^chet derivative F" (or F <x -der ivat ive)>• S i -
milar re su l t s are derived for Urysohn operators act^ig in 
the space of continuous functions ( sect ion 3 ) . Sect ion 4 con 
cerns with the d i f f e r e n t i a b i l i t y of Nemyckij operators in L^ 
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(j% & í ) . First of a l l we generalize some results of M.M. 
Vajnberg 121 and then we present several globál and locs l 
theoře ne concerning the f irs t and second continuous and 
bounded Fréchet derivatives of Nemyckij operátors acting in 
Lfv (1> > 2. ) . We conclude this páper with the second dif­
ferentials of these operát ors in L^ • 
I wish to thank «!• Kolomý for the suggestions and ad-
v ice • 
1. Notatlpna and fleftnWong 
First of a l l we shall introduce some well-known nota-
tions and definitions. A function -P ; £ x , ^ J-* * C x , ^ ) , 
where »x is fixed and <y. i s variable, is denoted by«fto,»); 
hence, we shall use the notation which occured in £9J. 
Let X, Y be reál Banach spaces,.x0 € X , F a 
mapping from a neighbourhood U(x0 ) of the point X0 
into V . We shall use the symbols J>F(X0y» ) , dF(x09» ) 
to denote the linear Gáteaux and Fréchet differentials of the 
mapping F at the point x„ , respectively. A mapping * - * 
-*PFGX, • ) , where x e M c X } is denoted by J F and 
i s called the linear Gáteaux differential on the set M . We 
introduce the similar notation cL F for the Fréchet dif-
ferential on a set in X • Qften we shall use the symbol F' 
instead of DF or dF 5 i f F ^ M - v C X - ^ Y J ( I X - + X J 
děno tes- the space of a l l linear continuous mappings from X 
into y ) , we call i t the derivative of F on the set M . 
Suppo8e F has the Fréchet diff erential dF in a 
neighbourhood U(x0) of the point xé * X . If theře 
exlsts 
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Cl.l) tím, L. ldF(X0 + rk,,M.)-<LF(*0,*i)l ~ GrOu,4t) 
uniformly with reapect to Jh e X ; IIM, 11̂  - 4 , then the map­
ping G : X x X -> y is called FG -differential of 
F at the point ^ . If (ř i s bilinear ( i . e . G is l ine-
ar in each variable i f the other i s f ixed), we denote th is 
mapping by F " ^ ) . If GeíXxX—i>YJ Ci.e. bi­
linear and bounded), G i s called the FO -derivative of 
F at the point Xc . 
Being G : X >c X —> Y such bilinear mapping that 
the formula (1«1) holds uniformly with respect to Jv, Jv i X, 
I <hlx é 4 , IA>1 * 1, & i s called the FF -differen­
t ia l of F at x . If & e CX x X - + y j , it i s said to be 
O 7 
the FF -derivative of F at xm (oř the second Préchet de-
rivative of F at ,X0 ř too). It is easy to see that G e 
€ Í X x X ~* VJ is the F F -derivative of F at X, if 
and only ±f the Fréchet derivative F' of F exists on a 
neighbourhood of *xo and 
Throughout this páper, the terms number, function, mea-
sure are always meant a reál number, a reál alnost everywhere 
finite function and a reál Lebesgue measure, respectively. 
The symbol G denotes a bounded closed subset of E^ ( £^ 
is the Euclidean K -spaceK 
In next we shall use the f ollowing lemma which is a 
slight generalization of the theorem 106 C101» 
Lemma 1. Let X be a metric spacef G c E % , c00 e X, 
4 a function defined on X X. X x ď • Suppose the follo-
wing conditions are satisfied: 
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(a), Um 4 (aí,. fi,t) * & Cfim t) exists for almost every 
t e G Q»d every fi € X . 
(b) -ř CoĈ  /3, * ) i s meaaurable in G far every fixed 
* , /J « A, o t * * # . 
(c) There i s a function g, on X * G such that l-f (oc, fi,t)\é> 
é<fr(fl7 t ) for every ocf fi e X, <X* + ct0 and almost 
every t c 6 ; suppose that $•(&•)& L CG) for each 
/3 6 X . 
Then for every /3 € X 
(1.2) *:£% f*C*, /3,4>ott - f<fC/Z,i)di . 
Moreover, i f (a) holds unif ormly with respect to fh e B ( B 
is a subaet of X ) and if the condition "There i s a function 
QeLC.G) such that i * (*,f fif t )I > q. C t) for every 
oc € X 9oL + oc0,ft 6 B and almcBt every i c G
 w i s valid 
instead of ( c ) , then (1.2) holds uniformly with respect to 
yj € b • If the function g. in the condition (c) is such 
that g,f/3,«> € L̂ CCr) f f t * 4) for every fixed fi e X 7 
then also *f (<x , / 3 ; • ) 6 L^, (<r) for every oc? /5 é X , 
<<* 4» oc0 f Cf(p7»)e l~^(G) for every fi e X and 
Definition 1, Let K be a function of three variables 
defined on Gx G x Bi . Let K (* f t , 4JL ) ( £ e G and 
Xť c £1 are fixed) be a measurable function on 6 for a l -
most every t e G and every ÁJU e £f , K U , ' , / Í Í ) a mea-
surable function on G for almost every /* e G and every 
<tt € £-1 and K ( * , t , * ) á continuous one on £ f for a l -
most every &} t € <r • If these conditions are satisf ied, we 
shall say that K i s a U. -function on & M G M, £f . 
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LftflumA 2 . Let K be a U, - funct ion on 6 x G x £ f * 
l e t .X be a meaaurable function on & . Suppoae that 
Jkfc (* € G) ia such funct ion defined on G that J e ^ f £ > » 
» K ( * , * , X Č i ) J for almoat every t e G. Then ^ i s 
a meaaurable function on G for almoat every A> e G . 
Def in i t ion 2 . Let K be a funct ion on G x G x 0 
where 3 c £ t . Suppoae that K ( •, t , AL ) ia continuoua 
on & for almoat every t c 6 and every /O. € J , K (>*, *-a.) 
i s meaaurable on G f o r every /& e G and 4c 6 J and 
K í ^ , t , * ) ia continuoua on J for every /» e O and 
almoat every t € G * 
Then K i s said t o be a IL - funct ion on G x G x J . 
2 # The d i f f e r e n t i a b i l i t y of the Uryaohn operátor i n 
tfre apacea 4**<^ / <*^ * 
The ořem 1, Let K * be & UL - funct ion on & x 6 x £ n 
F an operátor of Ury80hn generated by the function K • 
Let there exiat K^ C/&, t ? ^c > for every AJL e £^ and a l -
moat every /&, t € G and be auch that K'^ i s a (J^ -
funct ion on <r x <x X £,, . Let jk > 1, o* 4 and 
( 2 . 1 ) / l K C ' , t , 0 > l 4 « e L%C*Y. 
Suppoae that there ex ia ta an integer m numberaA. U* 4,...,*%) 
and funct ions M0 and M^ (i » f , , „ , * t ) defined on G 




C2.3) i KL c*,t>M, >i*.g M 4 O>*M* 'V M.r^M *,f"' 
for almost every *9 t e G and every u, e £f ? then 
F is the mapping of L^, (6-) 7 into L^CG) , Lipschi-
tzian on every bounded set in L ^ CG) and having a 
continuous and bounded (i.e. bounded on every bounded.set in 
Lp, CO-) ) Fr^chet derivative F' on all the space L^CG)m 
Moreover, 
(2.4) F'(x)JhU)* fK!„U,t,X(t))Jh,(t)dt (X,A>€ L^CG)) 
for almost every .* e 6 • 
Proofs (a) Set G <\x7 K)*fK'^ O, t, xCt)) hCt) dt, 
Q(x,4v)* F(x + A,)-Fx-GC*f A) for X, Jk> € L^f&). There 
exists a function it defined on G M G such that 
KC*ttf44,)s KU,t,0)+K'„(A,t,#U,t,4(*,t}4<,,0<$<A,i)<<1 
for almost every A>, t € G and every AA, € E * Using the 
Holder and Minkowski inequalities, lemma 2 and formula (2.3) 
(2.5) \F*CA)\* flKU,t,0)ldt + Z (flM4(+9t)f 'di)^ . 
(2.6) \Glx9Jh)U)\*jL(flM;U,t)I^M&lxfc 
+ \M.(*)!• l l i x l l ^ - l-A-hp, 
f* jv 
(the exponents of the Holder inequalities a r e - ^ i» A. -f ? 4** 
an^ 3t-^T > f' J* respectively). According to (2 .1 ) , (2 .2 ) , 
(2 .5 ) , (2 .6 ) , lemma 2 and the inequality of Minkowski, i t f o l -
lows that F maps L^ (G) into L* (G)f ff is a mapping 
of X^(G) x L^(6) into L% (G) and OCx, * ) 
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(X e Lp, (G ) it fixed) is linear and bounded. 
(b) Set K^ C*,* , xO))*\x (x e L^CG)) for ar-
bitrary 4> € G. By the theorem of M.A. Krasnoselskij (£3JV 
chapter I,§ Z) % Jk^ is a continuous and bounded (on every 
bounded set) operation f r o m L ^ XG 1 into L ̂  CG) 
*-* 
for almost every /d e. G . Hence, we can write for almost e-
very /$ € G 
- K(*,t,»Ct))-K'„(A9t,xCi))'A,a)2dit -
wheitever II A I. —* 0 , 
where x, Jh, € L^CG) and 0 < 1*6*,*) < 1 for almost 
every ^j, t € 6 . According to (2.3) we obtain for almost e-
very A> e G and A, e L^ CG), tiJhft, * 1 
JL. *~1 
- \C'(.A,t,xUmn"'dt)*~t 
& (flK'„U,t,xCt) + ^CAf4)JKCÍ^dir*' 
6 
^^í / IM^f^tKUrt^^f^ i )^^^) !^ !^^^-* -
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+IMвC*)\'CflxCt) + <iH*,t)A.Ci)Ѓdtfc » 
+%(f\M.U,th\xCi)fim4\^dt)^i-hme(An-CfUCiWdifč * 
- Ž ífm. (A,,t)fftdtf^C(fi,x(i)rdt)^(fWA,i)ACi)řdi)i. 
* I M,(*)l-CCfl*Ct)f'di)*'+ (f\*U,t)Jh.(t)fdi)*,fi + 
« * 




í í (flM.CAjjf^dt)**^ CCIMI +4)a í"V 
+ 0* i*"* j +• i M„ u )/• n u i+iť** 
+ II DC I * ~* J ; 
the last expression (as a function of A> ) belongs to L # ££) 
•v 
by (2.2). 
According to lemma lf it follows from (2.7) and (2.8) 
j l - - IcoCXiM,)^~(f[JL . \coCx,Jh,)(A>)\fd*r-+Q ii t&lgO. 
Si. *"* 
This proves the existence of the Fre*chet derivative F'(oc) 
at every point ĉ 6 L^ (&) . Furthermore, F'(x)A- &(*,<h) 
holds for a l l A € L^ C &) . 
(o) Let x M x , A 6 L ^ C&) • then for almost eve-
ry * € 6 
\tF'(x0 + *)A-F'(x,)*3CA)\£(f\K'^U,t,x.(i)+x(*))^ 
- K̂  U,t,x0(i))i&*di )*&(/!A (t)fdi)*' -
«tA»(x,+x)~<KxptL^. I A ^ - * 0 if J U I L - t 0 
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uniformly with respect to Jh € L^CCr), #-All * 1 • *• ©an 
#** 
find (similarly as in (b)) an integrable in L (&) majo-
rant which does not depend on # and Av, ttxl -* 4, - ^ ' L * *̂ 
According to lemma 1, we get 
- F'Cx,>AG*).*<*-*>* —-»» i? whenever H* I —* 0 . 
This proves the continuity of the mapping F'l L-fr i L —• L J 
fv •** JL 
at an arbitrary point ^ € L .̂ (G ) . 
(d) In view of (2.6) 
*££f(flM.CA,i)fi**di)£&*d+]t'lxl?i'4 + 
+ Cf\M,{A)\%dA)%- ix if* . 
Therefore, F' i s a mapping from L^ C<r> into f L^ f(r)-> 
~* L-CG) 1 bounded on every bounded set in L^CG) . Hen-
ce, F is Lipschitzian on every bounded set in L^ CG) 9 
which completes the proof* 
Theorem 2. Let fC be & UL -function o n ^ x f f x £ f $ 
F the Urysohn operator generated by the function K , Let 
there exist K' 6fc, £, ^ ) for almost every/*, t e G and 
every , « , € £ . - and be such that K^ is a UL -function 
on 6 x G x £ t . Suppose g, * 4, f^<C*,tf 0)1 dt € 
€ L^ C <r ) and assume that there exists a function M £ 
6 L £<r) such that 
(2.9) I K« C*ftfM ) / * M CA) 
for almost every /*9 t € G and every M, € £ f , Then F 
ia the Lipschitzian operation from LM C 6 ) into L C (k) 
1 t 
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having the bounded (on a l l the space L^ CG ) ) Gateaux 
derivat ive F ' on L^ CG) . Furthermore, the formula (2 .4) 
i s va l id . 
Proof. (a) Set G č * f A ) ~ f'K'„ O,t,xCt))A,CÍ)dt, 
co Coc,M,) = FCx+H)-Fc*-GCo<,*i>) f o r x,*ve LCG).IX i s 
easy to ver i fy that. F maps L CG) in to L . Í G - ) ; G 
mapa L CG) x L C G) into L CG) . Since 
(2 .10) l\ GCx,Jh.)llL * CflMC*)\ d*)%- IIJilL _ 
G C x , » ) ( X € L CG) i s f ixed) i s a l inear bounded 
mapping from L CG) in to L CG) . 
(b) Let * , Jh, e L CG) be f ixed pointa> t + O an 
arbitrary number. Then there e x i s t s a function t£ defined 
on G- x Gr such that 
l 4 - c o C*,vJh,)C»7\*flK^(*,t,MCů) + r*C*,t)ShC*)) -
- K'44,C/>,t,xCt))l<l4x,C+)ldt 
for almost every /> € G and O < <&CA>,1;) < A f o r a l ­
most every /*9te G • From the cont inui ty of £ ' C/&0t, • ) 
i t fo l lows that 
for almost every / » , t č (r . The inequal i ty (2 .9) implies 
(2 .11) I K'^ (*, t, X Ct) + T<*CA,,t)Jh.Ct))-K'^CA,t9XCt)) I • 
for almost everjt /*, t 6 <r , According to lemma 1* 
I Y* <° CXťe<h,)CA)l~*0 whenever f - ^ í 
for almost every /o e 6. From (2.11) it follows for almost 
every A> e G that 
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By lemma 1, 
1 ^ • co fiX, r A ) I L —* O v h « n e w f —> (7 ; 
we háve proved that G(ÍK7 • ) i s the Gateaux derivative of 
the mapping F at the point * £ L C &) » 
(c) Set F'f*)-<3-Cx,0 € £LC<x)~* L%CCr)3 for eve­
ry x 6 L CCr) 0 From (2.10) we háve that 
hence, the Gateaux derivative F ' i s bounded on a l l the apa-
ce L CG) . Thus F i s Lipschitzian on L CG) * 
Theorem 3« Let X be a UL -function on G x G x £ t , 
F the Urysohn operátor generated by the function K . Let 
there exist K" z (A^t, AA, ) for almost every A> , t e G 
and every /tc c Ê  » Suppose that K'^ and K" ^ are 
UL -functions on G- x (J x Ef , 4* > 2. , £ > 4 » 
J\K(',t,0)ldteLCG)t CflK^C^oyf^euf^e l~*CG) . 
If there exist an integer nv f numbers X. (i* 49...9 TI>)7 a 
function M0 on G and functions M^ on G x G 
14 ..» 4, # #. , /n, ) such that 
M„ e L CG-), CflM4C>,i)f *di) € L^cG), 1* tk.< <n~ 
and 
for almost every /b, i € G and every /O* č £ then the 
following asaertions are valid: 
<*) F is a mapping of L^ CG) into L f&; f Lipschi-
fslam on every bounded set in L^, ( G) . 
. 5*5 -
(/$) F hac the Fréchet derivative F ' on a l l the spaoe 
L^jC&h F i s Lipschitzian on every bounded set . 
i * * 
( y ) F possesses the continuous bounded (on every boun­
ded set) FF -derivative F" on a l l L ^ č i r ) . 
(oT) If # , ^ A é L W then 
for almost every /> € G- . 
Proof • (a) Let /C be a function satisfying the condi-
tions of our theorem. It i s easy to verify (hy developing of 
K í ^ , t ; * ) at the point l/>9tr01 ) that K sat is f ies 
a l l the conditions of the theorem 1 ; hence, the assertion 
(ct) and the existence of the Fréchet derivative F ' on 
L_ CCrl are guaranteed. 
(b) SBtHu7HfJhyíA>^»fK^CA»9tf^ct))ua>jk,a)dt. 
Cr 
Then H maps L^Cú-) xL^CCr) x L^CQr) into L^CG) and 
H {*,•, ' ) ( X € L^ C&) i s fixed) is a bounded b i l i -
near operation. Set6±Cx9Jk>)*F'(x.+Mpl-F'(x)-H(xf»,Jlt)e 
€tLpi(r)^L%C(r)Jf H^sK^C*,*,*(•)) (A> €<?)* By the theorem of 
M»A. Krasnoselskij (C3J,chapt.If§ 2 ) , M^ i s a continuous 
bounded (on every bounded set) operát ion from L^ (G-) in­
to L ^ í <r ) for almost every /& € <r . Therefore for a l -
most every /& 6 Gr the term 
- <IJL (Aft,xct))3Jh(i)jt,a)dtié 
- 5 2 6 -
vanishes uniformly with respect to Jh** Lp,CCr), IMblL*4 as 
ÍJkl —+Q. U I A I, * 1, HAí. * 4 then (similarly as 
in í2#8)) *, A ' *£i 
i l _ , la).úxfJk,)JhCA)l*.Z CflM, (*,i)l*ďt ) * T //* »L + liti . * ••« & * V 
• 1)**-f-HU Í ^ J + J M. <*>!•£ ( I * iLfv+ f )*" + l l ^ ^ J . 
Hence according to lemma l t 
whenever (l Jk, II. —• 0 . This proves the existence of an 
f f -derivát ive F" of F on L^ C G) , -
(c) The proof that F" is ai continuous and bouhded 
(on every bounded set) mapping from L-^CG) into 
CL^CG) —v L CG)J is similar to those of (c) ,(d) of the 
theórem 1. Hence, F ' i s Lipschitzian on every bounded set 
in L CG) which completes the proof. 
Theorem 4. Let K be a (JL -function, on Gx QM £ f f 
F the Urysohn operátor generated by the function K • I»«t 
there exist K"t Cfr,tf >tc ) for almost every A,t € & and 
every JU, e E^ • suppose that /C^ and K"r are UL -func-
tions on G x O * E, , <£ * 4 , /IKC*9t,0)ldt £ L C(r) , 
í / " ^ C * ; t , 0 ) l V í )
í € í-g/G") • Assume there i s a function 
M e LjCCr) such that 
for almost every &7 t € G and every M*.6 £ f . Then F 
i s the Lipschitzian operation from L£ (&) into L CG) 
having the Lipschitzian Fréchet derivative F ' and the boun-
ded (on a l l the space Lft CG) ) F6 -derivative F " 
on the space L± (G) , Moreover, the assertion (of) of 
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the the ořem 3 is valid for every X f Jh*9 Av 6 L±.€.&')• 
Proof. (a) Since K satisfies the conditions of theo-
rem 1, F la a mapping of L% CG) into L„CG) having 
the Fréchet derivative F' on all the space L2 CG). The 
reJation (2.4) ia valid for every x f Ax, £ L^CG) * 
(b) Set Hl.Xíh,,Jk)~fK"%t*,t9xC*>)Jh.Ct)HCt).d*9 
&%ÍX ,&) * F'CX+Jk)-F%x)-H(x9',<k).By the Holder inequality 
IH.Í*,<H,Jt>6»>|4 IMC/>)\* IIAHL • /IJe,«L 
for almost every /& 6 G . Hence H f x , * , * ) eí L±CG)x L^CG) -* 
- t L^CG)! and a>xCx,Jk,) e CL^CG)-+ L%CG) J , evidently. 
Let x , **v, 4c 6 L a CG-J be fixed points, T 4* 0 an 
arbitrary number. For almost every A , t € G 
I K£a U , t,xCi)+V#U,t)4iCů))- K^ CA,t,xCt))\-\A,Cí)l* 2 MM<IJkčt)L 
Hence by lemma 1, for almost every <* £ G 
| | o ) 4 ^ r A ) A Í / » | é (flK\(+,t,xa)+>riMA,t)4iCů)) -
- K^ř^t l^4Wl1-l*f«/xcř<)**r//A«yi i€Í*)* ^ ^ ^ a 
uniformly with respect to >fc e L, Cír), I A £ * 4 . Since 
for almost every /* € G and J A l ^ ^ f the relation 
T I ^ 
holds whenever 1? —* 0 . Hence H f # , • , * ) ia the 
Ffr -derivative of F at the point x € L% CG) j denote 




impliea that F" maps L CG) onto a bounded set in 
[L±CG)xUCG) —+ L_C6-)J • Hence, both F and F' are * * %* 
Lips chit zian mappings in L±CG) , This concludes the proof, 
3 . The differentiability of the Urvsohn operator in the. 
space C CG) 
Theorem 5. Let K be a Ufi -function on GxGx £.,, 
F the Urysohn operator generated by the function K • Let 
there exist K/ (.-*, t , *a- ) for every A e G, 44- € Ei and 
almost every t € G and be such that K^ i s a U^ -func-
tion on G x G x E^ . Assume that there exist function H„ , 
7 7 7 
L,, € L ( f t ) and functions Hx 7 L a on E^ ^ which are 
bounded on every bounded interval, such that 
I KU7t, AJL)\* H^U)'HXC«,), \K'jA,t7M,)\* L^thLJlic) 
for every /* e G ,AJU e E^ and almost every t e G . Then F 
maps CCCf) into CCG) i s Lipschitzian on every boun-
ded set and possesses the bounded (on every bounded set) Fr£-
chet derivative F' on a l l the space C CG) . If X, Jh € 
£ CCG) then 
(3.1) F'C*)Jh,C/»~ /K'^(*,t,x(t))Av(t)c£t 
for every^ /* € G • 
.Proof, (a) Let X * CCG) . Then <(*,•,#(•)) i s 
a measurable function on <x for every /> c G (see £ i j f 
theorem 18*3) and 
(3*2) ! KC*,t,xCt))\ * HCU* max H% («.) 
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for every /& € G and almost every i € G . Hence 
fKCM,tfx(i))dt converges for a l l A e G . Since 
KO ftf xCé)) i s a continuoua function on G for a l -
most every t € G 9 by the lemma 1 we see 
ÍKC0.t3xC't))dt i s a continuoua one on G • 
Hence F,x € C CG) • 
It can be proved similarly that the functioná 
K' CA, •,*(•)), K^fo, •, xC*))' <h> are meaaurable in O 
for a l l /> e G , fK' (/>,t,x C*)) cit and 
fK'(A9t,xCt))Jh,C4) dt converge for a l l A € G and 
both are continuoua f unctions of fy in G » 
Hence, the operátor G defined by 
GC*,Jh,H*)*r fK'^Cfy,t,xCt)) JhCt)dt Cx,&6CC&)f4>eG) 
i s a mapping of CCG) into CCG) . The mapping 
(* C X 9 •' ) CX € CCG)) i s linear and bounded, evident-
Xy. 
(b) Set c*> f*, A ) » F^* + A ) - FiX - & CiV, Ar) 
for x , A € CCG) . There exists a function *&> on 
Gr x G such that 
and 0 < t > 6 f r , £ ) ^ 4 for every ^ € & and almost every 
t € G . The le f t side of this identity and hence also the 
right one is a measurable function of t in G for every 
fy € G and a continuoua function of fy on 6 for almost 
every i € G . Now* similarly as above, we can prove that 
fK' 09t,*Ci) + &('ti) JhC-t)) cit i s a continuoua 
function on G- # 
Setting o&C*,*,^,^)*-K^<»ft,*+<r>-K^f4»tř ^ ) 
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we háve 
j ^ . l&teiJhy^mfóml feC*,t,xCt),#(Aft)Jh(ú))Jh,a)di^é* 
c c * 
é II {*. (A,t,xCi),<# (A,t)jhC-é )) dttc .. 
Since fóíC'Jt^Ct)íif'(»7t)Jhtt))dt i s a continuous func-
tion on G 4 there exists -6 € G such that / o 
II /«c6*,<;*rt>,t*O,,t>Art>^ 
From the continuity IC^ č*, fr, * ) i i follons that 
*05>,,t,«*a>,<i*6*,,í )' JKCt))-+ 0 as i * f * s , f * ) A « ; - + 0 
for almost every í e G- . Furthermore, 
* 4* #<-Jl«Vf+!«!>' 
for almost every t c & . If II «fc /L —* 0 ; then 
*&>(\ t)Jh*Ct) — * 0 for all t e G and according to 
lemma 1 
\f*CA.,t,*Ct),'flCA>*,t)Jh,Ci))díl—¥ 0 . 
Hence 
fL^caCx,Jh)^*lf*C+9fa 0 
whenever II Jh li -* 0 , This proves that <j(x9 • ) is the 
Fréchet derivative of F at the point <x 6 CC(x) . Deno-
ting Gr C & , • ) by F'CtX ) we see the formula (3.1) 
holds for any /* e & • 
(c) Suppose R > 0 j then for every tX € C CG)t 
« X Hc # R 
- ..W' ^l/Km<,xayArt)^u 
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M t l , * * *«fr # 
6 fL„(t)dLt • max, L, Ca ) . 
We have proved that F' i s bounded on every bounded set in 
CCGr) • hence| F is Lipschitzian on every bounded set . 
This completes the proof. 
Theorem 6. Let K be a (JL -function on G x <5- >* £,, 
F the Urysohn operator generated by the function K , Let 
there exist K^ (* , £, AJL ) for every ^ e Grf AJL e £ f and 
almost every t 6 G having the property thmt K' i s a 
(J^ -function on G x G x E^ # Suppose there exist 
functions H, L which are defined on G x E-̂  and boun-
ded on every bounded set , such that 
I KUf*,-C4)l * H ( t ^ ) , \K'„C+9t9u,)\± L(t,*u) 
for every ^ 6 6-, u, 6 E^ and almost every t B G . Then 
F maps C C &) into C C<r) ^ i s Lipschitzian on every 
bounded set and possesses the bounded (on every bounded set) 
Pr^chet derivative F' on a l l the space C(G) » If x , 
M, 6 CCG) , then (3.1) holds for every /* € <r . 
The proof of this theorem is similar to the one of theo-
rem 5; in the estimates of the type (3 .2) , one has to write 
• <wuuc H ( t f ^ ) • instead of " H. (t) • 
ti,4Ll€ $M<-I*l,-K|»|f> 1 
• nrruvc H^(u) w 
«.«<-.MI>+t.Kl> 
Theorem 7. Let K he a Uc -function on tJxCr^ J , 
3 » < - R # + R > , R > 0 , F the Uryaohn operator gene-
rated by the function «, • Let there exist K' t^^t^.u,) 
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for every s* € &, 4t 6 J and almost every t m G f having 
the property that K^ i s & ÍJL -function on G M GM 3. 
Aasume there are functions. Hf L .0 L C Gr ) such that 
I K ( » f t, *L )\*MC-b), LK'u(*,t,AL>l* LCi) 
for every y>„é &7M*0 d and almost every t € & . Then F 
i s the Lipschitzian operation froml>*ťiXe CCG) 1 II K Se * R % 
into CCG) having the bounded Fréchet derivative F ' 
on D'«<*€ CCG): (I #» e < R J . li x e J£ , Jh,eCCG)9 
then the formula (3.1) i s valid for a l l A € G . 
The proof of our theorem is almost similar to that of 
theořem 5. 
Similar theorems can be derived for the second deriva­
tive of the Urysohn operátor, too, The principle of their 
proofs remain the samé and so I present these theorems with-
ouht their proofs. 
Theorem 8. Let K be a Uc -function on. G x G * £ f > 
F the Urysohn operátor generated by the function K . Sup-
pose K" (/>, t? JU. ) exists for every A e &f u, € £ f and 
almost every t e G ; let both K' and K*# be LL -
functions on G* x G x E ,̂ . 
Assume there are functions H„, L _ MM £ L C Qr) and 
functions H t , L ž ? M1 defined on £ and bounded on eve-
ry bounded interval such that 
for everxA* Cr,. 44 e E^ And almost every t c & * Then F 
i s the operátor fro«L.iLC(rl into i t se l f t Lipschitzian on 
every bounded set and having on CCG) the Fréchet derivai-
tiv&JE' which i s Lipschitzian on every bounded set , too, 
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Moreover, p possesses the bounded (on every bounded set) 
FF -derivative F " on a 11 C C G) and 
(3.3) F'(x)Jh,CA<)= /K'CA,t,x(t))Jh,Ct)dt, 
F"(x)(jh,Jt)(A)* fK\ (A>,t,ixCt)HCt)cLi 
for every * c Gf x, 4v, Jt c C CG) . 
The ořem 9. Let K be a U- -function on G x G M £ t 
F the Urysohn operátor generated by the function K . Let 
there exist K % ̂  t, -O* ) for every /fc e &9 u, e £ and 
almost every t € (r j suppose K ^ , K'^ are U^ -
function*on G x G- x E^ . If there exist functions H, Lf 
M , defined on G x E* and bounded on every bounded set, 
such that 
I K'^šC*ft,A4,)l * MCt,*t) 
for every /> * G-; -o* e £ f and almost every £ 6 G then 
F is the mapping of C CG) into itself Lipschitzian on 
every bounded set. The operátor F possesses the Fréchet 
derivative p' on ČČ6-) Lipschitzian on every bounded 
set, and the bounded (on every bounded set) FF -derivati­
ve F" on CCG) . The formula (3.3) is valid for all 
* 6 G and X,Jh,, Jk, € CC&) . 
The ořem 10. Let K be a Uc -function on GM G >r O 
J * (- R, "*• R >, R > O, F the Urysohn operátor gene­
rated by the function K . Let there exist K"z (*9 t94A,) 
for every y* € <r, M> € J and almost every t € G > suppose 
that both Kí and K" m are CL -fíinctions on G >< 




for every A> € Crf AL € J and almost every i € (r 7 then F 
i s the Lipschitzian operation fromJ)«fp< € CCG) i II * V & Kf 
into CCG) having the Lipschitzian Fréchet derivative F' 
and the bounded FF -derivative F" on the open set 
])* « { x £ CCG) : fj xU < R } . Moreover, the formule (3.3) * c 
i s valid for a l l /> s G whenever o< C J>1 and Jfo, M> € 
€ CCG) . 
4. The 41ffergntiafrUJ.ty of tfte Nemytál.1 operátor %^ 
the spa,ceg L^CG), ji £ Z 
Unless otherwise statedf 6 denotes a measurable boun* 
ded subset of E^ . By 8 there i s meant the zero-element 
of LŽCG). 
Theorem 11, Let q, be a function of two variables on 
Qr x Bň } J)R » < x tf La CG) i H # UL < R J , A an operá­
tor defined by M,x.Ct) « CfrCt, dc Ců)) for almost every 
t 6 & and every X € J)R Í0 «: R ^ cap ) . If -*t maps D a 
into L2 C&> and 
/ , #• I /Ayf t , 
(4.1) 4í/rW, y J i * m 0 , 
then f̂t i s the zero-operator on 3)R-*C£/ . 
Proof (The proof depends on the arguments of MiM. Vajn-
berg 12 ,pp.91-923)* Suppose there i s a function X0 € J>R-<&} 
such that Jh,frpCt) #* 0 for al l i of some set with a 
positive measure. Then there exist Q* > O and F' c G with 
"ňfc> P > 0 such that 
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(4*2) \*i,x, Ci)\ * a, 
for almost every t € F * According to the well-known theo-
v%m (see £3J,p»92 } there exist a number Jb> > 0 and a 
set E C F with /ntt* £ > 0 such that 
(4.3) I *#£*>/ * -^ 
for a l l t 6 £ . Since /mt* £ > 0 , one may find a point 
<̂  € £ such that i f U i s an arbitrary neighbourhood 
oř tc 7 there exists a subset of E with a positive measu-
re lying in U (in the opposite čase we obtain a contradic-
tion the Borel-Lebesgue covering theorem). 
Nowf l e t DCtPf H, ) denote the balí in É^ with the 
centre in ť̂  and the rádius H, and put A « £ nDCt0fJkT^) 
tor. Jk * 4f£,„. , Define the sequence ix^i by 
M^CM-O i í ť « G - \ , ttft) - *0Ct) í f teAK. 
The absolute contlnuity of an integrál implies that 
II X^ílt —* 0 if Jk —• 0 . 
Prom (4«2) and (4.3) i t follows that 
t**h. *Cj[\*,Ci>\*di)l Cj' lx0Ci)l*di)i 
But this contradic ta (4«l)« Hence Jhx * Q for a l l # £ 
€ J L - «( 9 l • this concludee the proof. 
Ueing this theorem l t i s eaay to prove the following 
Tbmormm 12. Let ty, be an iV-funotion on ff x E,, , ' 
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X# € L„ CG) . Suppoae that an operátor of Nemyckij A 
i8 ©enerated by the f unction q, and map8 a neighbourhood 
of the point * # in L± CG) into the space LZCG). As-
sume ir € L±CG) . Then the operátor A possesses at o<0 
the Préchet differentiaX 
(4*4) CLÁVCÓÍÚ9 * ) * jfr#iX í"<X € LXCG)) 
( J&>..* denotee the point-product of the functiona ^ and 
X )% i f and oniy i f there i s a function & on G 8uch 
that 
(4.5) C^CÍJAJU) - a,Ců) + AA,* Jr Cé) 
for aXmost every i s G and every JUU € £^ • 
groof X) Suppoae a. sat is f ies the assumptions of our 
theorem and (4*5) hoXds. Set 
HCx+rx)* * • Jtr, o>f»x,?^)»Afac#-t-o<)-AiX
,
l,-Hfoc4>,«x) 
for„jX _jf L% <&).} we háve co (*0f * ) - & aa x € L-^CG). 
Hencje H C#0 ? • ) ia the Préchet differentiaX of A at the 
point x0 • 
Z) Let Xr e L^CG) and sup po se that A poaaeaaea the 
Fréchet differentiaX at the point xp with the farm (4«4). 
Put 
c^ # ísX ) » <#ií # * + * ) - A * # - cřA fafe, * ) 
f ČEL..* „fi L ť.tir) • The operátor coM aati8fie8 aXX the 
aaaumptiona of theorem XX (with R m & )# Hence ců„ ňx)« B 
for aXX # € L^CG) and 
<*či,#,&i*-JCřé).)..- 0,Č t,X9»)) + dA Cx0fM)Ci) m 
. - ^ r t , x0(t)) + Jb>Ci)xCi) -
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«ležeti x0ct))-Jb>a)*pci)i+£x*(t)+cx(i)i'je>>a) 
for almoat every t € G whenever * € L^CG). But 
m 
this ia equivalent to (4«5). 
The following theorem is a local form of theorem 20.2 
£l,§ 20J; its proof is quite similar to that one. 
Theorem 13* Let <X» be an N -function on (5 x £ ̂  , 
yp e L CG) . Suppose qi Ct}At ) exists and is boun­
ded for almost every t € G and every 44. € ti where U 
is some neighbourhood of the set K^úCt) i t € Gt in £ t 
Assume QL C t7 * ) i s continuous in the points &m Cč) 
for almost every t € & . I f A- i s the operátor of Ne-
myekij generated by the function a* . then Jv maps a 
neighbourhood of &0 in L%COr) into the space LX(G). 
Moreover, the operátor ^v possesses at fc^ the GSteaux 
derivat ive A ' * , a n d ^ X % ) « g ^ ^ ; ^ > / ^ ^ € Lz C&)> . 
Now, we sha l l s ta tě some theorems conoerning the f i r s t 
Fréchet derivat ive of the Nemyckij operátor in the spaces 
Lfv^G") C<fV •> 1) . There i s a theorem 20.1 in Í1J giving 
a s u f f i c i e n t condition for the existence of the Gateaux d i f -
f e r e n t i a l of that operátor; the fol lowing theorem shows t h i s 
condition i s also s u f f i c i e n t for the existence of a bounded 
continuous Fréchet der iva t ive . 
Theoreai 14* Let ^, be an N -funct ion on G x £ f 
suppose • QÍ. Cty 44, ) e x i s t s for almost every i € G and 
every AJL e £^ # Denote by Jh, the Nemyckij operátor gene-
rated by the funct ion q, by J%^ the operátor defined by 
(4.6) M,^X •$>+&, X ) ÍCK £ L^CG)) . 
Assume Jt > 2- and put f^JJTT"., **-m z£t\ / 3UPP°se 
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Jtf is a continuous mapping from L ^ CG ) int o L CG), 
Then /ři, is the operation from L ^ fG-; into L„ f < ? ^ 
Lipschitžian on every bounded set and having on L^ CG) 
the continuous Fréchet derivative Jhft ^JpEL ~~+l- J j the 
operation >řv is bounded on every bounded set and 
A*X Cty) « CAi X)'ty, x, *f * L^ CGr) . 
The proof of t h i s theorem can be omitted. I t s pr incip-
le wil l be evident from the proof of theorem 16. For com-
pleteness, we present a lemma which i s ušed in a ver i f ica-
t ion of theorem 14: 
Lemma 3 . Let Cy be an /V -function on G x £L , Sup-
pose o í^ Ct; AA, ) exists for almost every t € G and e-
very AA € Ei and define the operátora M,f Jvtf and H 
for X} n+ € L. CG), by 
AvxCt)*q,Ct,xC*)), JK,*Ct>* <&(*,*€*)>, 
Ht*,ty)Ci)* ^Ci,<xCi»tyCi) Ci € G) . 
Assume *i > 2 and set a= Jr * /C m i*' . If Jh, 
is a continuous mapping from L^ C G-) into L^ CG-) then: 
(a) Jfo i s a continuous mapping of L^CG-) into L^C G) ̂  
Lipschitžian on each closed balí Da * { X e L C&) : 
: 11*11, * R . 
(b) H čiX, • ) C X 6 L ^ CG-; is fixed) is a continuous 
linear operation from L^ CG) into L CG-) ) H C07*if,) 
is a continuous bounded (on every bounded set) operation 
front. L. CG) into L C & ) « 
Similarly as theorem 14f we can prove the f ollowing 
local 
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The ořem 15. Let ^ be an N -function on G H 
X £^ ,3upppse QÍ Čt 4c) exiata for almcst every t € 
€ 6 and every 44, e £ f . Aeaume ft >lf oe0 € L^ CG), 
U i s a neighbourhood of Xp in L. C(r)* Let Jh, be 
the operátor of Nemyckij generated on l i by the function 
<Xř* 4%, the operátor defined on U by (4*6)• Put 
Q * j *— 9 /t m -fi-9 "' aasum!e ^ i s a mapping. from 
U into L0 C Gr) and ^lt is a mapping from l i into 
L^ C G* ) # Then the following assertiona are valid: 
(a) If the mapping A , i s continuous at ,*, , then the 
operátor /ffc has the Fréchet derivative 4t,'&c € 
€lLivC&)-*L(Cr)J at the point úCů and hf#0 (<yJ) * 
"(h^oc)'/^ for every nf € L^ CG). 
(b) If Jvi i s continuoua on the aet U and if V i s an 
open convex neighbourhood of oip in L^CG)7 V c l i 9 
then the operátor M, posseaaes the continuous bounded 
(on every bounded set) Fréchet derivative A%! 1 V~+[L CGh 
-+ L%CGr)y 9ndJh,'*C'if,}*C41f.x>y,, *e V, a+. e L^CG). 
Nowy we shall deal with the second derivát ives of the 
Némyckij operátora in the spacea.. L^ C G) C<fV & ž ) • 
hejssiSLÁ* ke* CL. be an . N -function oa G x £ f /aup-
po0ft_.jg»*£ Ct74t, ) exiata for almoat eveřy t e G and e-
very^ xc e £ t . Let Jvf M*ň% 4vXf H and K be the operar-
tor8 defined by • * 
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Assume fr > 3 and set %* j£f , *-*j£± , * s f í l ' 
Let 4% be a continuous mapping of L. CCr) into L^CG-); 
then: 
(a)_ AÍL i s a continuous operát ion from L^CG) into 
L C G) } Lipschitzian on each olosed balí J5̂  « 
=r •£* € L^CG) t II x \ ^ é R ! . 
(b) -ft- is a continuous operation from L^Cťr) into 
L^ CG) , Lipschitzian on each closed balí D- . 
(o) H Coř, • ) C * € L^ CG)) i s a continuous linear 
ope ration from L^CG) into L%CG)} H.C*,^) 
(ty € Lp, CG) ) i s a continuous bounded (on every boun-
ded set) operation from L ^ CG) into L-^CG). 
(d) K Cx, • , • ) CiX 6 L ^ ÍG-j ; ia a continuous bilinear 
operation from L ^ CCr; x L^CG)- into L^CC?-; , 
&Ot.fy,fz,) (<y,7 z. e L CG)) i s a continuous bounded 
(on every bounded set) operation from L. CG) into 
L%CGr) . 
Er_2p£« ad (b) Let &c.7 4^ be the arbitrary elements of 
L ^ í G) ... The function ^ is an N -functioa on Qr x 
X Ê  . A continuity af ý^Ct, *) for almost every t e G 
follows from the existence ^ £ f t č*7 AA, ) for almost every 
t e G and avery <a e £ f •.• that q^.C*, 44, ) i s mea-
•urable for a l l 44, e E t , i t follows from the measurabili-
tj& fy.1 * ; ^t ) for a l l XÍ e £ t . Hence, both the func­
tion 4%x and 4t^ * *re measurable on (j . A cpntir 
»»ity of Jh^ impliea (see £ lJvth.19.1) the function 
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q?t (• 7 t ) i s bounded on < xd), ^Ct) > for alr 
most every i € G and hence £11. J 
í 
JhjX -Jhity- 6 x - < y J * fJv±C<y, + i:C*-/tt.yjc(T . 
Uaing the Holder inequality (with exponent© jfi, - 2. 1^_ 3 ) 
we háve 
6 ů % 
éf[l*C*>-*yC*)l* Cfl<gttCt,tyCi)+vCxCi)-/y.a>»\aLv)'t2cli & 
Since Jh,% t L^CGr) —* L^ ť<r^ is continuous, then there 
exiat .Oe^-Av*. 0 : auch that £ l t th . l9 .1J 
Suppoae tf9 4̂ , 6 J^ C R -> 0 ) j then f/y. «*-<? f* ~ 
-4*>í L á f i .* R CO * 1£ # 4 > . 
Hence, there ia a function C which dependa on R , only, 
auch that 
l flqhCt,q,Ci) + %CxCé)-tyC<t)))l*dil* * e C R \ . 
^Ťlieref oře, 
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IK4 * - A, /y. iL * /I x- n+ \ • cCR) 
and 30 Jh, is Lipschitzian on D R and coatinuous on 
The assertions (a) and (c) follow immediately from the 
assertion (b) and from lemma 3* 
ad (d) Let y, /y,^ z € L^ CCr) ; according to the 
elementary Holder inequality we obtain 
lKí*,/^,%K*;i*«» t^C^xCt))!* ltyC*)l*\xti)l%± 
ú$hrětýct)!**£v \*CÍ)\*+ %$'\9lŘci,*a>)i4 . 
Hence 
the function K řx ; /^, x ). is measurable on G- f evi-
dently* 
Hence KCx,.^,* > e L ^ C6-) . 
Let x be a fixed element of L^ CG) } then Kť*/,*) 
is a bilinear mapping of L- CG*} x L CG) into L^ f<r} . 
According to the Holder inequality (with exponente 4ŽI3 9 
iKCxifyzn - r/^(t^ctmh^itn^íxctr^dii^* 
* C/l O," řt, xCť)) l^ í ]* . C/%Ct)řdté. [/lx(i)f%LiAlAA 
for every /yf z 6 L^CG) with í ^ lL * -ff tfxlt * 4 . 
This relation proves a boundedness and hence also a continuity 
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of the mppia&_.K. far, .*, • ) <» L^CG) x L^CG) .. 
Let <U-, St, € L CG) be fixed. According to tne Hol-
der inequali ty 
IIKCX)ty,Z,>ÍL á ll\*HL; S<frlLiJ ' * A „ , 
for every & € L^ CG) . Since 4uŘ is a continuous map­
ping froa L^ CG) into L^ CG) f there l s a constant 
C CR) for every R :> 0 such that ÍJv^x \lL £ cCR) 
whenever ( & f, ^ R (see corollary 19.1 in £ l j ) . This 
proves a boundedness of K (•, /y,, * ) t L^CG)-* L CG) . If 
* 1 * *i * L^CCr) , then 
So a continuity of the mapping. tfo% implies a continuity of 
K ltrfíff.x ) Ť which completes the proof. 
Theorem 16> Let o. be an N -function on & ?< Ei . 
Suppose Q* ( i . *u ) exists for almost every t € G 
waá every JUL € EM ; l e t Jh, be the Nemyckij operátor gene" 
pated by the function q,f Av oxá.Jhř^ the operátora defi-
ned by 
(4.7) Jk^xCt)- $ ^ č * , * « » , JhtXCD-qZtCtjůtCŮÍ) . 
Asaume - f t r> 3 and set £.r • ^ f *=- ^ \ . If ^ 
ia a continuous mapping froa L^ C(r> into L^CG) , then 
the following assertions are valld: Jv. i s the operation 
ttom L^CG) into L„ CG) r Lipschitzian on every 
bounded s e t , having the Fréchet derivátive 4u'i L^CG)-* 
~~* C L^/ťr). —* L^CGíl } Lipschitzian on every bounded 
#«t9 too . 
furthermorsiL. Au poaseasea the continuous bounded (on eve-
§? bounded set) F F -derivative Jh? i L^CG) —* 
^ • 7*' 
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Proof» The assertions concerning the mappings A%,,Jhf 
follow from lemma 4 and the ořem 14» 
Put KCotf^xJmJh^oc^z, &zCx9x)-MC*+z.>-Jh!*~K(xs,x). 
According to lemma 4, Cú± i s a mapping. fromL CG) x L CG) 
into CL^CG) -+ L0CG)J . Let * , x* L CG) .There i s 
lívči.). € CO, 1) far almost every Z € G such-that 
Hence, according to the Holder inequality with exponents 
Jřf , ii-1, fL-1 : 
i* 
'ZflvCvťdiČ-íflzCUťclift -
L*t~^~> 0 b€L an arhltparjr numbert ac . € L CG) . There 
ia <C> 0 flttoíiJJtto.JJi^frr+tte? - A a * tlL < e when-
ever II * II, < ©T. • * 
Hence 
-—rzi1* % * *-\í«+y*i.-^*t5 e. 
t ^ . . . . • • • — 
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for a l l x € 1>^C&) with IX II. < ď. This means that 
dd4vCcxtty,z)* K(#rty9x) . According to lemma 4, 
KCwf»t * )6LL^x L -» L J .which proves the existence of 
the F.F -derivátive of Jv at every point * € L^CG)* 
v* 
Denote thia derivát i ve by M," • ket #,, , X be any 
elements of L^. ( <r) . then 
which provea a continuity of / i / on L^(&) (canside-
red as a mapping of L ^ in toCL^x i-,*,"""* Í-- J . Aa *&^ i s 
a< continuous operát ion front L.^CG>) into L^(&) , there 
i s a numbey C Č R ) C R > 0 ) auch that Í A a x í t /* c ^ ; 
whenever l # | . £ R Uee cprollary 19 .1 , £ l j ) . Hence 
and l t proves a boundedness of Autt on each bounded se t . 
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ftouaUO, -et <j, be an H ***** on <? « £ „ 
X.eL^CG) C+ > 3 ) , U • • neighbourhood of 
* , in L^CG) . Suppose that $£» Ct, <tc ) exists 
for almost every i £ 6 and every *C « £., • -«* -*-• 
be the Nemyckij operator generated on li by the function 
t-.-, M,,, and Jh,A the operators defined on l i by (4 .7) , 
a continuous mapping from LL into LK (<r) and Jv2 i s 
m mapping from U into L^ C<r) . If V is an open con-
vex neighbourhood of x& into L^CGr) such that V c U», 
then the following assertions are valid: 
(a) J£_Jh?i i s continuous at xp , then A i s 8 mapping 
from V into L^ C<x ) f Lipschitzian on every bounded 
set and having on V the continuous bounded (on every 
bounded subset of V ) Fr^chet derivative M,' % V —* 
-*£..L .̂CCr).'—* LfC<r)J m Moreover, Jh, possesses at 
the point x0 the F F -derivative Jh,* X0 € 
CIL^M L^-* L%1 and Jh/xty)*. (h,^x)*«4*, (£**•)? ** 
-Jh,'xpCy,,x) , x € Vf />+, x € L^CS) * 
(b) If A 4 i s continuous on U , then A,' i s Lipschitzian 
on every bounded subset of _Y and jfa has the continu-
ous bounded (on every bounded subset of V ! FF -deri-
vative Jh? on V • Furthermore * Jh,H& C/u, x ) * (4v x ) • 
"y,* X i f * 6 If, <y, * e L^ C&) . 
The proof i s similar to that of theorem 16. 
The disadvantage of theorems 16,17 consists in the as-
sumption, f t > 3 . The following theorem i s valid tor ^t>2} 
but i t s assertion i s weakened* 
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The oře m 18. Let a, be an fj -function on G x £ 
X, € L^ CG) , U a neighbourhood of »xtf in L^CG). 
Suppose g? Ct7 M, ) exists for every JUL €• E^ and a l -
most every t o, G. Let 4%, be the Nemyckij operátor gene-
rated on U by the function g, A\, the operátor defi-
ned on U by (4.6) and Jk, the operát ion defined on II x 
x L^CG) by 
Afůř ,^ . ) « g£ft (*, *)'ty (x € U,y.č L^CG)) . 
Assume J% > 2 and set as ~ H* m ^ - # Suppose 
1 ~ fl~? * / t — Z 
4 i s a continuous mapping from U into L^ C G) and 
J& C# ty > a mappi»6 ^ U into L^ CG) which is con­
tinuous at fcj for every ty € L^ CG) . Let V be an 
open convex neighbourhood of ^^ lying in U . Then A 
i s an operation from V into L. CG) Lipschitzian on 
eaeh bounded subset of V and having on V the continuous 
bounded ( on every bounded subset of V ) Fréchet derivátive 
kJ\ V -¥ LL^CG)-* L-CG)!* Moreover, A, possesses the bi-
linear FG -differentiaXJh,"x0 i L^CG) x L^CG-) -+ L%C&> 
at the point ' fc. and. Jk'x.Cty)»CAfx'>'ty, ^ # ( ^ f * ' * 
•» M (Xnty)'Xi*Jk,Ců(0fzJ * ty as «x € I / , / y f * r.L^fiSrJ. 
Proof* The assertions concerning the operátors <h,t <tv' 
follow from the proof of theorem 14. SetuJC foť, 4£ , á£ ) -
thau Jk,Cxfty)<x « i e ^ i x t x ) • ty. 7 evidently* The inequa-
l i t y 
* £48 -
holds foř almost every £ e G whenever * € Li Ť sy,<Z€ 
Hence 
which means that K C «x,, /u, , 5: ) 6 L C <x ) . 
Now, l e t x be an arbitrary point of L (G~) t 
a s u f f i c i e n t l y small number such that fc^ + T í t . £ ^ « There 




Given £ > 0 f tnere i s ď":* 0 such that HJk,Cúc9 + 
+ **Z,Z )-M C*,,*)!!,* *> a&íxtfxlL <ď. Hence, 
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HP 
for a l l r + 0 with I r I < jf"£J~ ( * * L-ft,C6ř) ** 
fixed) the inequalitiea 
are valid, which proves that. K ( ^ , • , * ) i s the 
F & -differential of the mapping Jh, at Ó<0.. The mapr 
ping KC 0ťř *. • ) i s bilinear and hence we can write 
This completes the proof. 
The following theorem shows that in the most of non-
linear cases being important for applications the second 
differential of the Nemyckij operátor in L^CCr) do es not 
exist . 
Theorem 19. Let 6 be a bounded measurable set in 
£ 1 f £ , an N-function on & x E^ # Suppose that the-
re exists q,' ^ (ty AA, ) for almost every t e Cr and e-
vevj 44, € £., and that Q? ± i s an N -function on 
Ér W £^ • Assume there i s a conštant M > 0 such that 
\qf _Ct, 4JL) \ £.. M for almost every t € & and every 
M, 6 £ ^ . . Jtenote by 4%, the operátor of Nemyckij generated 
by the f u n c t i o n £ . (according to theorem 20.2, f l f § 20 J , 
Jh mapa L& (&) into i t s e l f ) . Let orc be an element of 
L%C.G) . If there i s an interval 3 e 6 and a conštant 
zrn > 0 such that I c£% (t, x0.(t))\ * /rrv for almost 
every t € 0 f then the mapping Jv has not any second dif-
ferential at &p , 
Proof. According to theorem 20.2 in C1J the mapping 




for nfyX € L^CG) , t 4* 0 . There U<*(1) € Í0,ň) 
for almost every f; £ G such that 
From that and from continuity čL*m. (tm * ) for almost e-
very t € 6 i t f ollows that 
. yCi )xd) * $£A CÚ, *0ciyrn^cůyxa > 
for almost every t.M Gr . Hence, i f any second differentiail 
of Jh, at oc0 existed, i t would be equal to a ^ C ^ *0)*'U>X 
(almost everywhere on G ) . Let tó € 0 and put /uCů)m 
m%Ct)m li -t0r* for i € G. Then Aj,X € L£CG) and 
f\$jCt,X0Ci))yCi)xCt)i
Zdi * /!<£*&, xpCt))ř-
.H-tor4ďt ±<m..f\-t-tmr',dt> 
But the last integrál diverges and hence Q, m (9 ,^0 )m«á,0X$ 
£ L%CG). This proves our theorenu 
• BšfflaEk* If qf^^Ct, 44. ) * O for a l l u of s o -
me neighbourhood of a set {#0(t)t t € G I and almost every 
t € G 7 then according to theprem 12 the mapping -/t, has 
the F.F -derivative at * # equalling to the zero-opera-
tion on L%CG) . 
Bemark* When this páper was submitted to press, we ac-
quainted by means of [14, § 53with the re cent re suita of P.P* 
Zabrejko concerning the differentiability of mappings in func-
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*Ыопа1 8расез в Ви"Ь оиг геэи1"Ьа аге яи11;е йИГэГегеп-Ь Ъпап 2а-
Ьгеа'ко 8 аазегЫогш. 
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